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Abstract Bioactive dressing based on bacterial

cellulose modified with carboxymethyl groups

(mBC) was successfully prepared and studied. The

surface of mBC was activated using carbodiimide

chemistry and decorated with alginate/hydroxypropyl

cellulose submicroparticles containing dexametha-

sone phosphate (DEX-P). Prior to their deposition

particles were coated with chitosan in order to

facilitate their binding to mBC, and to increase the

control over the release process. The detailed physic-

ochemical characterization of the particles and the

bioactive dressing was performed, including the

determination of the particles’ size and size distribu-

tion, DEX-P encapsulation efficiency and loading,

particles’ distribution on the surface of the mBC

membrane, as well as DEX-P release profiles from free

and mBC-bound particles. Finally, the preliminary

cytotoxicity studies were performed. The fabricated

bioactive material releases DEX-P in a controlled

manner for as long as 25 h. Biological tests in vitro

indicated that the dexamethasone-containing submi-

croparticles are not toxic toward fibroblasts, while

effectively inhibiting their proliferation. The prepared

bioactive dressing may be applied in the treatment of

the post-operative wounds in the therapy of keloids

and in other fibrosis-related therapies.
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Introduction

Dexamethasone sodium phosphate (DEX-P) is a

water-soluble derivative of dexamethasone (DEX), a

potent corticosteroid used widely to treat various

inflammatory and autoimmune conditions. Although

many pharmaceutical applications of DEX-P are

based on its anti-inflammatory activity (Hickey et al.

2002; Zhang et al. 2016; Hu et al. 2017), its use as a

bioactive component of the implants, stents and

wound dressings can also benefit from the anti-

proliferative (Bao et al. 2016) and anti-apoptotic

properties of the drug toward fibroblasts (Nieuwenhuis

et al. 2010). DEX and DEX-P were shown to have a

negative influence on wound healing process, but only

when administered systemically for longer time peri-

ods, in particular when the patient was treated with

that drug prior to injury (Wang et al. 2013). No

significant influence of the short-term post injury/sur-

gery application of DEX and DEX-P was, however,

confirmed so far. On the contrary, there are reports on

the positive effects of DEX in healing process. DEX

was applied with success in repair of the mucous

membrane defects in oral submucous fibrosis

(Raghavendra Reddy et al. 2012). In that study Reddy

et al. have used DEX-impregnated collagen mem-

branes to cover the raw wound created by surgical

excision of fibrous bands. The presence of the drug

was shown to decrease the inflammatory reaction and

extent of the fibrosis process, most probably due to the

reduced proliferation and deposition of fibroblasts.

Beule et al. (2009) have shown the ability of DEX to

decrease postoperative osteogenesis in a standardized

animal wound model for endoscopic surgery of sinus.

Li et al. (2014) have recently proposed the electrospun

polymer fiber meshes based on poly(lactide-co-gly-

colide) (PLGA) as a delivery vehicle for DEX and

green tea polyphenols. The obtained, bioactive dress-

ing was proposed for the post-operative therapy of

keloids. Hydrophilic green tea polyphenols were

introduced as necessary permeation enhancers for

hydrophobic DEX, simultaneously providing antibac-

terial activity.

The long-term systemic treatment with DEX may

lead to various adverse effects, including swelling,

insomnia, bleeding of the stomach or intestines,

Cushing’s Syndrome, diabetes, or osteoporosis (Vardy

et al. 2006; Ren et al. 2015). The systemic absorption

of the topically administered DEX is low, but not

negligible (Weijtens et al. 2002). Thus, there is a need

for a controlled delivery system for DEX-P. In

response to this challenge, we have developed a

nanoparticulate delivery system for DEX-P based on

the alginate-hydroxypropylcellulose (ALG/HPC)

composite. Such system can be utilized in various

topical applications to increase the duration, efficiency

and safety of therapy. In a current paper we used that

system as a component of a bioactive dressing. For

that purpose the obtained ALG/HPC particles con-

taining DEX-P were coated with a thin layer of

chitosan to increase the control over the drug release

and enable their binding to bacterial cellulose (Bio-

nanocellulose�, BC). They were then covalently

bound to the modified Bionanocellulose� membrane

(mBC), which was obtained by functionalization of

BC with carboxyl groups. BC was chosen because it
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constitutes an excellent wound dressing (Ul-Islam

2013; Liu 2016). It is a natural biopolymer material

consisting of the interconnected network of cellulose

fibrils. BC has high surface area and high ability for

water retention. Due to its high sorption ability it

allows to remove exudates from the wound, while

providing the moist environment which promotes

healing processes and prevents the formation of scars

(Moritz et al. 2014; Napavichayanun et al. 2016).

Ionically-modified BC was shown to have a better

stability in water and higher water retention (Spaic

2014).

The studies presented in the current paper were

carried out based on the hypothesis that one can

fabricate the bioactive wound dressing material by

immobilization on the surface of BC the polysac-

charide submicroparticles containing dexametha-

sone phosphate (ensuring prolonged and controlled

release profile of that drug) which can be partic-

ularly useful in the therapy of post-operative

wounds, especially those resulting from the surgical

treatment of the pathologies related to the uncon-

trolled proliferation of the fibrous tissue (fibrosis,

keloid).

Experimental part

Materials

The sheets of Bionanocellulose� modified with car-

boxymethyl groups (mBC) were kindly provided by

Biovico company [(6.07 ± 0.42) nmol of carboxylic

groups per 1 mm2 of mBC surface (Guzdek et al.

2018)]. Dexamethasone 21-phosphate disodium salt

(DEX-P, C 98%, Sigma-Aldrich), hydroxypropyl cel-

lulose (HPC, MW = 100,000 g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich),

alginic acid sodium salt (ALG, medium molecular

weight, from brown algae, Sigma-Aldrich; Mv-

= 260,000 g/mol, M/G ratio = 1.20), chitosan (low

molecular weight, Sigma-Aldrich, Mv-

= 120,000 g/mol, degree of deacetylation DDA =

79%), calcium chloride (p.a., Fluka, Poland), 1-ethyl-

3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC,

Sigma-Aldrich, commercial grade, powder), N-hy-

droxysuccinimide (NHS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich),

2-propanol (99.9% pure, Sigma Aldrich), acetonitrile

(gradient grade for liquid chromatography, Sigma-

Aldrich), acetic acid (C 99.5%, Chempur), fluorescein

sodium salt (powder, Sigma Aldrich), rhodamine B

isothiocyanate (powder, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium

phosphate monobasic dihydrate (C 99.0%, Sigma-

Aldrich) were used as received. Dulbecco’s Modified

Eagle’s Medium–high glucose (DMEM), phosphate

buffered saline tablets (PBS) and Cell Proliferation Kit

II (XTT) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich;

HyClone Research Grade Fetal Bovine Serum, South

American Origin (FBS), HyClone trypsin–EDTA and

HyClone Penicillin–Streptomycin solution were pur-

chased from Symbios.

Synthesis of ALG/HPC submicroparticles

containing DEX-P

To encapsulate DEX-P into the nanospheres, 20 mg of

the drug was dissolved in 5 mL of water. Then 50 mg

of sodium alginate (ALG) and 12.5 mg of hydrox-

ypropyl cellulose (HPC) were dissolved in this

solution. After stirring for 1 h at room temperature,

the resulting solution was injected at 0.05 mL/min

with a syringe pump (Aladdin-1000, World Precision

Instruments) to a solution of cross-linking agent

(0.2 M calcium chloride, 10 mL) under continuous

stirring. The obtained ALG/HPC particles were

filtered off using a fritted glass funnel (11-G4),

washed with distilled water and isopropanol and dried

at room temperature.

Coating ALG/HPC particles with chitosan

20 mg of nanospheres was added to 1 mL of 1% (w/v)

solution of chitosan in 1% (w/v) acetic acid and stirred

at room temperature for 2 h. The excess of the

chitosan was then removed by filtration on a Büchner

funnel (11-G4) and the obtained ALG/HPC-Ch parti-

cles were dried at room temperature.

Deposition of ALG/HPC-Ch on BC modified

with carboxyl groups (mBC)

To attach the chitosan-coated nanospheres on the

surface of nanocellulose modified with carboxyl

groups, a 4 cm2 sheet of mBC was immersed in an

acetate buffer (pH 5.5) at room temperature. NHS

(0.025 M) and EDC (0.008 M) were then added

sequentially and the sample was continuously
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stirred at 150 rpm for 120 min. The activated BC

was rinsed with deionized water, incubated with

the suspension of the nanospheres (100 mg) in

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 30 min, and washed

thoroughly with deionized water. The deposition

reaction was carried out in the ultrasound bath to

prevent aggregation of the particles. The obtained

samples of mBC with attached particles (ALG/

HPC-Ch-mBC) were dried in the air.

Release profiles: entrapment efficiency

and loading capacity determination

20 mg of the ALG/HPC particles loaded with DEX-P

was placed in a 15 mL centrifuge tube and 5 mL of

10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) was added. The sample was

incubated at 37 �C (IKA, a KS 3000 incubator) with

continuous agitation (140 rpm). After defined time

intervals the sample was centrifugated at 10,000 rpm

for 5 min and then the supernatant was collected. The

new portion (5 mL) of PBS was added to the nano-

spheres and the system was placed back in the incubator.

The experiment was performed in four repetitions.

To study the release profiles of DEX-P from ALG/

HPC-Ch-mBC, a 4 cm2 sample of ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC

was incubated in 5 mL of 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4). The

sample was incubated at 37 �C with continuous agitation

(140 rpm). After defined time intervals the supernatant

was collected, replaced with the new portion (5 mL) of

PBS and the system was placed back in the incubator.

The experiment was performed in four repetitions.

The concentration of DEX-P in the collected sam-

ples was determined using an HPLC system (Waters)

consisting of a 515 pump, a rheodyne-type dosing

system and a 2996 Photodiode Array Detector. The

separation was performed on a C18 column (3.9 mm 9

150 mm, 5 lm), using a 30:70 (v/v) mixture of

acetonitrile and 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) as

the mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The drug

signal was detected at 241 nm (absorption maximum

of DEX-P). All the measurements were done in

triplicate. DEX-P concentration was calculated based

on the calibration curve obtained for the standard

solutions (R2 = 0.999). Entrapment efficiency (EE [%])

and loading capacity (LC [%]) were calculated based on

the total amount of the drug released from the obtained

particles, using the following equations:

Microscopic and spectroscopic characterization

of the unbound and mBC-bound particles

SEM analysis was carried out using a PhenomWorld

Pro scanning electron microscope. ALG/HPC-Ch

spheres were dried at room temperature on a watch

glass, and then the obtained material was placed on a

carbon tape. The mBC membrane with the attached

particles was stretched flat on a glass slide, dried in

vacuum and placed on a carbon tape. Atomic force

microscopic (AFM) images were obtained using a

Dimension Icon AFM microscope (Bruker, Santa

Barbara, CA) working in the PeakForce Tapping

(PFT) and QNM� modes with standard silicon can-

tilevers for measurements in the air (nominal spring

constant of 0.4 N/m).

For confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)

studies the mBC membranes were stained with the

aqueous solution of fluorescein sodium salt (0.1 mg/

mL) for 72 h before the particle deposition. Chitosan-

coated particles were also labeled with rhodamine B

isothiocyanate (0.1 mg/mL solution) in 0.1 M phos-

phate buffer (pH 9.0) 24 h prior to the deposition on

mBC. The deposition was carried out as previously

described. Images were acquired using an A1-Si

Nikon (Japan) confocal laser scanning system built

on a Nikon inverted microscope Ti-E using a Plan Apo

1009/1.4 Oil DIC objective. Diode lasers (488 nm

and 561 nm) were used for excitation.

FTIR spectra were recorded using a Nicolet iS10

FT-IR spectrometer equipped with an ATR accessory

(SMART iTX).

EE %½ � ¼ Total weight of DEX � P in the obtained submicroparticles

Weight of DEX � P used in the synthesis
� 100 ð1Þ

LC %½ � ¼ Weight of DEX � P encapsulated in the sample

Weight of the sample
� 100 ð2Þ
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Cytotoxicity studies

Cell culture

Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts MEF ATCC SCRC-

1008 (MEFs) were maintained in a cell culture dish

containing DMEM with streptomycin (100 lg/mL)

and penicillin (100 U/mL) supplemented with 5% (v/

v) FBS. The cells were incubated at 37 �C, 90%

humidity with 5% CO2. Before toxicity and prolifer-

ation assessment, the cells (at approximately 70%

confluence) were washed twice with PBS solution and

subsequently harvested after 3 min incubation with

1 mL of 0.25% trypsin with 0.1% EDTA. After adding

3 mL of DMEM [with 5% (v/v) FBS] the cell

suspension was centrifugated at 1250 g for 5 min,

the supernatant was removed, and the pellet was

resuspended in DMEM and 5% (v/v) FBS.

Toxicity and proliferation

MEFs suspended in DMEM supplemented with 5% (v/

v) FBS were seeded into a 48-well cell culture plate

(0.5 mL) at 5.2 9 104 (cytotoxicity) or 2.5 9 104

(proliferation) cells/well and incubated (37 �C, 5%

CO2, 90% humidity). After 8 h (proliferation) or 29 h

(cytotoxicity) the medium was replaced with 0.5 mL

of fresh DMEM (supplemented with 5% (v/v) FBS in

the case of proliferation test) containing different

nanospheres concentration. After 23.5 h (cytotoxicity)

or 42 h (proliferation) XTT assay was performed. It is

based on reduction of tetrazolium salt XTT to

formazan salt which occurs only in metabolically

active (live) cells. The medium was removed and

200 lL of fresh DMEM with 100 lL of the activated

XTT mixture was added to each well [with 5% (v/v)

FBS in a final solution in the case of proliferation test].

After 2.5 h of incubation the plate was analyzed using

a microplate reader (EPOCH2, Biotek Instruments,

Inc) by measuring the absorbance at 460 nm. The

results are normalized to an untreated control (without

the nanospheres). All the data were presented as the

mean of three replicates with standard deviation of the

mean.

Results and discussion

Low solubility of DEX in water (85 mg/L) (Messner

and Loftsson 2010) limits its application as a compo-

nent of the wound-healing dressings, as these are

supposed to provide moist environment and are often

based on hydrogels. On the other hand, DEX-P has

similar anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive

properties, while showing higher solubility in aqueous

media, thus it can be successfully introduced into the

hydrogel matrix. To ensure the control over the release

of DEX-P we have encapsulated it into the nanopar-

ticulate system based on natural polysaccharides, and

then used these particles to modify the surface of

mBC.

Encapsulation of DEX-P in ALG/HPC particles

The initial experiments allowed us to select the

optimal composition of the ALG/HPC hydrogel

matrix of the particles, which in the case of DEX-P

was found to be 4:1 w/w. We have shown previously

that this particular hydrogel composition can be used

to encapsulate bioactive macromolecules [heparin

(Karewicz et al. 2010)] and alkaline phosphatase

(Karewicz et al. 2014). The DEX-P containing

submicroparticles were obtained using the extrusion

technique. Their diameter was maintained at an

average value of 170 nm by adjusting the injection

rate of the polymeric mixture containing the active

agent into the solution of cross-linking agent (0.2 M

CaCl2) and the flow of the inert gas, which was applied

parallel to the injection flow.

Figure 1a shows a typical SEM image of the

particles produced using the method described above.

They were spherical in shape and showed moderate

tendency to aggregate. The dispersity of the obtained

particles was significant, which is a typical outcome of

the extrusion method. However, the diameter of 96%

of particles did not exceed 500 nm, with the average

diameter of 175 nm. The histogram showing the

distribution of sizes of the obtained particles is

presented in Fig. 1b.

Coating ALP/HPC particles with chitosan

To facilitate the attachment of the DEX-P-loaded

particles to the surface of mBC via EDC/NHS

chemistry, as well as to increase the control over the
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release profile, the nanospheres were coated with a

thin layer of chitosan using polycation-polyanion

electrostatic interactions. The chitosan-coated parti-

cles (ALG/HPC-Ch) retained the spherical shape and

did not significantly change their average size as

illustrated by the SEM image (Fig. 2). The diameter of

96% of the chitosan-coated particles did not exceed

600 nm, with the average diameter of 190 nm. Due to

the fact that the coating process was carried out in an

aqueous solution, the drug loss was unavoidable and it

was estimated that ca. 18% of the initially loaded drug

was lost. The concentration of the drug released from

the ALG/HPC-Ch particles was, however, still at the

desired therapeutic level (Dayanarayana et al. 2014).

Release profiles of DEX-P from ALG/HPC

and ALG/HPC-Ch particles

Release profiles of DEX-P from the submicroparticles

were studied under physiological conditions (PBS, pH

7.4, 37 �C). Each experiment was conducted fourfold,

and each collected supernatant was measured in

triplicate. Figure 3 shows a typical chromatogram

(panel A) and the release profiles (panel B). 50% of

DEX-P was released from the uncoated submicropar-

ticles within the first 45 min and from the particles

coated with chitosan within the first 75 min. In both

systems the drug was still being released after 24 h.

Based on the total amount of DEX-P released from

the submicroparticles, the encapsulation efficiency

(EE) and loading capacity (LC) were calculated for

both uncoated and chitosan-coated particles. The

obtained EE and LC values for uncoated particles

were found to be (65.1 ± 1.1)% and (14.9 ± 0.6)%,

respectively. For the chitosan coated particles these

values were slightly lower: (53.0 ± 1.9)% and

(12.2 ± 1.7)%, respectively. EE was satisfactory for

both systems, and LC was comparable or higher than

that obtained for DEX-P in other micro/nanoparticu-

late systems described in literature (Jaraswekin et al.

2007).

Deposition of ALG/HPC-Ch particles on mBC

The ALG/HPC/Ch submicroparticles containing

DEX-P were covalently attached to the surface of

Bionanocellulose� modified with carboxymethyl

groups (mBC) using EDC/NHS methodology. The

coupling reaction led to the formation of amide bonds

between the amino groups of chitosan and the

carboxyl groups of mBC. To avoid the use of an

excess of the coupling agents, the concentrations of

EDC and NHS necessary for activation of car-

boxymethyl groups were first optimized. In order to

minimize the release of DEX-P from the nanospheres

during their binding to mBC, the shortest required

exposure time to the coupling agents solution was also

established. The optimal concentrations and exposure

time were found based on the changes in the amount of

the particles bound to mBC and DEX-P released from

the mBC modified with nanospheres (Table 1). To

estimate the weight of attached particles, the weight of

particles remaining in the solution after the deposition

process was determined. The concentration of DEX-P

was measured with HPLC in the same conditions as in

the release profile experiments. In all experiments

EDC:NHS ratio was 1:3.

The optimal time of mBC exposure to coupling

agents was established first and was found to be 2 h. It

enabled effective attachment of particles

(19.93 ± 0.10 mg of particles/cm2) and the highest

amount of drug released from mBC (2.15 ± 0.15 mg/

cm2). The amount of attached particles decreased only

slightly with decreasing concentration of EDC and

NHS therefore the amount of both compounds could

be significantly reduced while maintaining an effec-

tive attachment of the nanospheres to mBC. A fourfold

reduction of EDC and NHS concentrations (to

0.008 M and 0.025 M, respectively) allowed to

remove any detectable (based on HPLC analysis)

traces of coupling agents from the material by washing

with small amount of water, without any significant

reduction in the amount of entrapped DEX-P.

To confirm the formation of amide bonds, the FTIR-

ATR spectra of the unmodified mBC sheets, ALG/

HPC-Ch and ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC were measured

(Fig. 4). The covalent attachment of the particles to

the mBC surface was confirmed by the presence of the

strong amide band I (at 1644 cm-1, stretching vibra-

tions of C=O group of amide bond) and amide band II

(1561 cm-1, deforming vibrations of N–H group of

amide bond) in the sample of ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC

The morphology of the ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC mate-

rial was visualized using SEM, AFM and confocal

microscopy. SEM images revealed the presence of a

large amount of nanometric spherical structures at the

surface of mBC (Fig. 5). SEM images of the surface of

pristine mBC and the surface of mBC with attached
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ALG/HPC-Ch particles are shown in Fig. 5a, b. The

comparison of the histograms presented on Figs. 2b

and 5c leads to the conclusion that the smaller

submicroparticles are preferentially attached to mBC.

This observation was confirmed using the AFM

visualization. The results of the AFM measurements

are presented in Fig. 6. The strands of submicropar-

ticles decorating nanocellulose fibrils are clearly

visible. The analysis of the AFM images allows to

define the average size of the attached particles as

being around 100–120 nm, which is in a good

agreement with the SEM analysis. It should be

Fig. 1 a SEM analysis of

the uncoated ALG/HPC

particles with DEX-P,

b histogram showing size

distribution of ALG/HPC

particles

Fig. 2 a SEM image of

chitosan-coated particles

(ALG/HPC-Ch) containing

encapsulated DEX-P,

b histogram showing size

distribution of ALG/HPC-

Ch with DEX-P

Fig. 3 a Typical

chromatogram of DEX-P

released under physiological

conditions (37 �C, pH 7.4)

from the uncoated ALG/

HPC particles containing

DEX-P, b The release

profiles of DEX-P from the

uncoated ALG/HPC

particles (squares) and

particles coated with

chitosan (circles)
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stressed, that due to the significant pressure of the tip

exerted on the soft hydrogel particle, the AFM images

do not represent well the shape of the particle, thus the

diameter can be reasonably estimated only in the

horizontal direction.

The confocal microscopy was used to study the

extent to which the particles penetrate the 3D structure

of the mBC sheet. The mBC fibrils and DEX-P-loaded

particles were fluorescently labeled with fluorescein

sodium salt and rhodamine B isothiocyanate (green

and red fluorescence), respectively. The 3D image

(Fig. 7a) shows a spatial distribution of the ALG/

HPC-Ch particles in mBC. Most of the submicropar-

ticles occupy the surface or the space close to the

surface of mBC, however, small number of particles

was distributed evenly in the whole volume of the

mBC sheet. Therefore, although most of the drug

would be released form the surface, a small amount of

DEX-P will diffuse slowly through the nanocellulose

hydrogel to reach the contact with the wound much

later, thus possibly prolonging the healing effect of the

material. The 2D image (Fig. 7b) shows the surface of

mBC with particles distributed alongside the cellulose

nanofibrils.

Release of DEX-P from ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC

hydrogel material

The release of DEX-P from the mBC-attached

submicroparticles was studied. The drug was released

Table 1 Optimization of the mBC activation procedure with EDC and NHS as coupling agents

Time of exposure to

EDC/NHS (h)

Concentration of

EDC (mol/L)

Concentration of

NHS (mol/L)

DEX-P released from attached

particles (mg/cm2)

Weight of attached

particles (mg/cm2)

1 0.050 0.150 0.63 ± 0.08 5.75 ± 0.07

2 0.050 0.150 2.15 ± 0.15 19.93 ± 0.10

3 0.050 0.150 1.98 ± 0.20 18.38 ± 0.03

5 0.050 0.150 1.30 ± 0.13 12.13 ± 0.04

24 0.050 0.150 1.15 ± 0.25 10.70 ± 0.03

2 0.050 0.150 2.15 ± 0.15 19.93 ± 0.10

2 0.025 0.075 2.08 ± 0.05 14.88 ± 0.44

2 0.012 0.037 2.05 ± 0.03 14.70 ± 0.31

2 0.008 0.025 1.95 ± 0.10 13.85 ± 0.34

2 0.004 0.012 1.03 ± 0.05 7.40 ± 0.11

Fig. 4 FTIR-ATR spectra of (a) mBC, (b) ALG/HPC-Ch, and (c) ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC
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from the material in a controlled manner, as shown in

Fig. 8. The release profile is advantageous, with fast

release during the first few hours, and slow but still

significant delivery of DEX-P for up to 2 days. A

separate experiment was also designed to confirm the

beneficial impact of the encapsulation of DEX-P in the

submicroparticles attached to the mBC hydrogel

matrix on the resulting release profile. For this purpose

mBC was incubated in 0.75 mg/mL solution of DEX-

P in PBS for 1 h in order to allow its diffusion into the

material. The release profile of the free drug entrapped

physically in mBC was then studied. The obtained

profile (Fig. 8) was characterized by undesirable

‘‘burst release’’ and all the entrapped drug was

released within 2 h. That confirms that our approach

involving entrapment of DEX-P in the mBC hydrogel

matrix is reasonable.

We attempted to fit different kinetic models,

frequently applied to the drug release from the nano/

microparticulate systems, to our data in order to obtain

some insight into the possible release mechanism. The

fitting parameters obtained for the three models used

(Higuchi, Peppas and Weibull) are presented in

Table 2. The Higuchi model resulted in the relatively

poor approximation for all of the obtained systems,

thus it was not taken into consideration in further

analysis. Fitting the experimental data to the Peppas

model gave the highest R2 values for both: unbound

and m-BC-bound chitosan-coated particles, therefore

it was used as the best model for the release from the

proposed dressing. It also gave a relatively good fit for

Fig. 5 a SEM image of mBC, b SEM image of ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC, c histogram showing size distribution of ALG/HPC-Ch bound to

the surface of mBC
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uncoated particles, as illustrated in Fig. 9. This model

is a short time approximation, so the fitting procedure

has to be limited to the first 60% of the release profile.

In this semi-empirical equation a is the kinetic

constant and k is an exponent characterizing the

diffusion mechanism. For uncoated particles the

release exponent k suggested that the drug release

was driven by a Fickian diffusion from the spherical

matrix, whereas for coated particles and mBC attached

particles a non-Fickian diffusion is the most possible

release mechanism. The empirical Weibull model

allows to take into consideration the whole data set.

Depending on the correlation between the d value in

the Weibull equation and the type of diffusional

Fig. 6 a AFM image of

mBC, b AFM image of

ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC

material containing DEX-P,

c AFM cross-section profiles

marked as 1 and 2 in the

image b

Fig. 7 Confocal

microscopy images of the

mBC labelled with

fluorescein after the

deposition of rhodamine

B-labelled ALG/HPC-Ch

submicroparticles

containing DEX-P: a 3D

image in the green channel

(FITC), b 3D image in the

red channel (rhodamine B),

c 3D image showing a merge

of green and red channels,

d 2D image of the sample—

merge of green and red

channels. (Color

figure online)
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mechanism of drug release one can specify the type of

release from the obtained particles (Papadopoulou

et al. 2006). For the uncoated particles d was found to

be 0.75, which suggests that Fickian diffusion in either

fractal or Euclidian spaces is dominant. For mBC with

attached submicroparticles d is in the range of 0.75–1,

which is typical for a combined (Fickian diffusion and

Case II transport) mechanism. For chitosan-coated

particles d is higher than 1, suggesting more complex

release mechanism. In all cases the Peppas model

analysis leads to the conclusions which are in agree-

ment with these obtained based on the Weibull model.

Biological studies—cell viability and proliferation

Nanocellulose is well known to be highly biocompat-

ible and non-toxic (Lin and Dufresne 2014). To verify

whether the ALG/HPC-Ch submicroparticles generate

any toxic effect to fibroblasts, the cell viability assay

was performed. Figure 10a shows that at the concen-

trations up to 20 mg/mL the empty ALG/HPC-Ch

submicroparticles (carrier) caused no toxicity to the

mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), while for the

DEX-P-loaded particles only slight toxicity was

observed, with cell viability in the range of 80–95%.

At higher ALG/HPC-Ch concentrations (40 and

80 mg/mL) some toxicity of the carrier was registered

for empty particles (still the viability was above 70%),

whereas the protective effect of DEX-P was revealed.

This is in agreement with some previous reports where

the protective effect of DEX on various cell lines,

including endothelial cells (Zakkar et al. 2011) and

fibroblasts (Mendoza-Milla et al. 2005) was observed.

These results and no significant fibroblast necrosis

suggest the DEX-containing dressing is safe. This is

essential, as the healthy tissue on the edges of the

wound may be in contact with the dressing. It is also

important for the wound itself, as necrosis may

increase inflammatory response (Davidovich et al.

2014), resulting in the elevated pro-fibrotic activity

(White and Mantovani 2013). In attempt to assess the

influence of the DEX-P-loaded ALG/HPC-Ch on the

proliferation of fibroblasts the suitable proliferation

Fig. 8 Release profiles of DEX-P from ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC

(squares) and from mBC pre-incubated in a PBS solution of free

DEX-P (0.75 mg/mL) (circles)

Table 2 Parameters obtained by fitting different release

kinetic models to experimental release profiles for uncoated,

chitosan-coated and mBC-bound particles

System Uncoated

submi-

croparticles

Unbound

chitosan-coated

submi-

croparticles

mBC with

attached

chitosan-coated

submi-

croparticles

Higuchi y ¼ a
ffiffiffi

x
p

a 2.41 1.21 0.96

R2 0.695 0.953 0.947

Peppas y ¼ axk

a 2.43 1.12 0.92

k 0.41 0.69 0.62

R2 0.731 0.998 0.976

Weibull y ¼ a� a� bð Þe �kxð Þd

a 0.520 2.36 1.72

b 2.92 0.23 0

k 2.41 0.61 0.92

d - 2.57 1.23 0.87

R2 0.998 0.989 0.931

Fig. 9 Release data fits to Peppas model for ALG/HPC

particles (squares), ALG/HPC-Ch particles (circles) and mBC

bound ALG/HPC-Ch particles (triangles)
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test was also performed (Fig. 10b). The proliferation

was not hindered by neither empty nor loaded

submicroparticles at the concentration below 10 mg/

mL. Although DEX-P has positively influenced the

proliferation observed for the loaded ALG/HPC-Ch in

the concentration range of 10–20 mg/mL, at higher

concentrations the inhibition effect of both: the carrier

and the drug on the proliferation rate is clearly visible.

The inhibitory effect was more pronounced for DEX-P

containing submicroparticles, as expected (Wu et al.

2006). One can conclude that the DEX-P-loaded

submicroparticles at concentrations equal or higher

than 40 mg/mL can effectively inhibit fibroblast

proliferation. As shown before, 40 mg of

DEX-P-loaded submicroparticles is deposited on ca.

5 cm2 of the ALG/HPC-Ch-mBC surface, although it

can be also observed, that the material will contain

relatively limited amount of water and will be in direct

contact with the wound. This may lead to higher DEX-

P concentrations and a satisfactory decrease in prolif-

eration rate even at considerably lower surface of

contact.

Conclusions

DEX-P was successfully encapsulated in the ALG/

HPC submicroparticles. These particles were then

surface-modified with chitosan to obtain ALG/HPC-

Ch system. Both ALG/HPC and ALG/HPC-Ch parti-

cles showed spherical morphology, high DEX-P

encapsulation efficiency (65.1% and 53%, respec-

tively) and drug loading values, which were compa-

rable to other delivery systems for DEX-P. A thin layer

of chitosan coating increased the control over the

DEX-P release profile and allowed to covalently

attach ALG/HPC-Ch particles to mBC. DEX-P was

released from the particles attached to mBC in a

controlled manner for up to 2 days. Additional

experiments confirmed the advantage of DEX-P

encapsulation in submicroparticles prior to introduc-

tion into mBC matrix over the direct introduction of

the drug into mBC matrix. Preliminary biological

studies showed that no toxicity is induced by both

empty and DEX-P-loaded submicroparticles up to

20 mg/mL and only a slight decrease in fibroblasts

viability at the concentration up to 80 mg/mL could be

observed. At the concentration above 40 mg/mL the

DEX-P-loaded particles have effectively inhibited

proliferation of fibroblasts.

Based on the results of our studies we can conclude

that we have successfully fabricated the novel bioac-

tive wound dressing material combining the advanta-

geous properties of BC and these of dexamethasone.

Due to the decoration of BC surface with submi-

croparticles containing encapsulated DEX-P the drug

release from the material could be controlled, ensuring

its local concentration at the required therapeutic level

(e.g. that needed to inhibit the fibroblasts

proliferation).

In view of the negligible cytotoxicity combined

with anti-inflammatory properties and ability to inhibit

fibroblast proliferation the proposed system may

constitute a promising bioactive dressing useful for

the treatment of the wound fibrosis.

Fig. 10 a MEF cell viability test results, b MEF cell

proliferation test results (black—empty particles, grey—DEX-

P-loaded particles)
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